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media artist - electronics, circuits, light, sound, programming FIBERS


emerging futures of digital experience


Algorithms are shifting our notion of time and space. Ripple effect to social interactions and how we move throughout the world


memory, action + identity



I create environments to simulate phenomena that are otherwise not possible

emerging futures of digital experience


Tech = blue print for collective future


work with technology to create this imaginary phenomena, and to also critique + comment on how technology effects us




balanceintheburbs.com

Technology is a tool. It seduces us

These devices and systems are effecting us and profoundly shaping us


this aren’t just mechanical machines but ones with some low forms of intelligence.


Neuroplasticity is a term that describes how the brain can adapt to its environment. The mental circuits we develop for one activity can be used for another. 


evident with as little as a few hours of exposure a week. 

rewiring our brain


neurons that fire together, wire together


Why introduce yourself to the strangers sitting next to you at a lunch break, when you can reinforce your identity and comfort level by checking 
communication streams on your mobile device? 

http://www.balanceintheburbs.com/downward-facing-blog/2014/6/18/signsaddictediphone#.VUU59tpViko


See these algorithms as machines…. constantly moving and in time


Fast


The time of the algorithm




these devices are what’s considered an intellectual technology: 

 extend our mental powers with a power magnitude.

 small buttons we press, and large changes, not immediately visible.


intellectual technology - furthers our abilities.

extend human capabilities —> cultural change




Francis Alys’s performance piece - When Faith Moves Mountains

500 volunteers to move a dune outside of Lima, Peru a few inches 


Demonstrating a ridiculous disproportion between an effort and its effect, the work is a metaphor for Latin American society, in which minimal reforms are achieved 
through massive collective efforts


collective effort of a unified force, has noticeable effects on the landscape of culture



The Fracturing of Time: 

Time of the Algorithm 
 The Re-making of Humans  

through 
The Time of the Algorithm

Algorithms are shifting society. Ever so slightly

move a mountain


memory, action + identity



Memory - fragile

memories constantly being over written + re-arranged (childhood);

Do we want to remember the mullet we had as kids?

re-written




Use the algorithm to explore power dynamic shifts - give space an ability to remember and recall the activity within it


autonomy in spaces, independent view points, space can recall


Then Ether is another installation of mine. this is a Responsive light and sound installation - 16 channels; light and speaker pair

space having it’s own memory, as well control over that memory

sounds recorded, play back 4 x before slipping into the deeper memory

randomly play back

edited play points

re-recordings over




Light level is mapped to the amplitude of the audio clip that plays through that channel




Viewers have a sense of their presence and impact in the space, 

but they don’t have on-going control

woven into the fabric of the installation

as space “Remembers” or reminises


algorithm represents time, fractures it


Continual becoming, as we over-write time

our own memory over-writes




Yuxia (Prudence) Yao

Prudence’s piece - memory, space and control


Capture you in the space. Stare at it —> track. Then disappear/ erase

History brought back into the piece; present is erased


http://prudenceyaoyx.blogspot.com/2017/03/project-2-development.html

Re-encounter the past


in addition to working with the memory of the system and erasing us, tech “assists us with memory”

https://vimeo.com/211611821


Do you know that the more you use your phone to take pictures, the less you remember of the event?


Similar to how I see my memory decreasing with an increasing use of technology,


tech is limits & differences of the body




Just think about how many telephone numbers one can easily recall now a days. working memory. What we are conscious of.  7. Then 2 - 4, as we outsource it to the 
machine.




onworldliterature.wordpress.com

Lately, I had begun to notice how the technology was shifting my own patterns and behaviors.


I am literally being re-wired


memory is fragile


http://onworldliterature.wordpress.com


Memory Capsules is a series of works where organic structures enshroud personal memories, which the user intends to protect them with, through the use of this 
capsule. Memories are synched with the server, which the capsule regularly checks.


In the particular pieces shown here, Big P, memories are triggered by breath.


As our own breath sustains us, our memories impact our identity and our futures. Memory Capsules seeks to foster and nurture those memories, by preserving and 
exhibiting them. 


And by creating a piece of technology to support the limits & differences of my body



As the piece continues it’s life, the algorithm changes what’s viewed

It re-arranges memory sequences of events, often re-writing them.


Over time, algorithm erases images, replaces them in different sequences and

blackens over memories, and permanently doing so.




this also calls in to question the role of technology in our culture, These narratives may be erroneous or fictional. 


As we outsource our brain to the computer, how are we to trust the algorithms?


What is lost in the process?


(netflix, not whole library, but what other users use, or what it thinks you’ll like)


How much is technology a mirror? How much does it shape us?




Memory

Capture + preservation


Preserving memories for the future….


We share differently

different comfort levels


exists beyond us in this moment


shared memory

integrity of memory

 

What is lost in the process of preserving memories?

How will these memories, or this instant, be manipulated/reframed in the future?


(confederate statues - constantly re-write history)


where we preserve…. what is open to the system; the algorithm’s time




How does that shape us in our future and how we reflect on the past



The Time of the Algorithm: 

Time of the Algorithm 
 Steering Humans

Steering


Tools



technology is a tool. These tools effect us


the philosopher nietze experienced the effect of his tools, through his writing, when he lost his eye sight.


which was a travesty considering he was a great writer and philosopher.


A technology tool of his era was 

Malling-Hansen’s precursor to the type writer: called Hansen Writing Ball,


He was able to continue his great work

but this tool impacted his writing


his colleagues said

His prose became tighter and concise, almost as if the machine power was transferred to his words. [2]. Nietzsche agreed, “Our writing equipment takes part in the 
forming of our thoughts.” [3]. 




Technologies that restructure language tend to

exert the strongest influence over our 
intellectual lives.


 

                                      - Nicholas Carr

Language is directly connected to our thinking, as it is a primary vehicle of conscious thought.


 As a result, this influence transforms our consciousness effecting how we think, listen, express ourselves and communicate, with lasting effects. 




Got google Voice…

Voicemail transcription service to email/text

Lots of errors.


transferring over to GoogleVoice

- call people back less

- only looking at transcriptions

- wedge between real-time connections. 


. The new technologies allow us to “dial down” human contact, to titrate its nature and extent



“...(T)echnology proposes itself as the architect

of our intimacies.”


- Sherry Turkle


this was interesting. This system that I was participating in, resulted in my sliding out of direct contact with my loved ones and social circles.


Algorithm was sliding in between, creating slippage


So, I had to make a piece about this.



Built a system that pulled my voicemails down. The transcription was played across a small LCD screen, and the audio, while not being heard, was used to power a small 
light.






The light and the text are artifacts from the actual voice mail message. The light is a transcription of the voice created through electronics. Yet viewers are left with an 
absence of audio. 


Neither can fully recreate the original transaction nor be fully accurate. 

Something is lost in the transmission 




Once the word is technologized, 

we can not go back.


- Nicholas Carr


more and more tools and systems that we participate in. We exist inside these  systems 


emerging futures of digital experience and making in a global context across cultures


Create these tools and to question the design of current ones, in order to iterate for our future. Create systems that comment on the systems we are in.



Listening, helping


My niece, talking to her friend via Skype about a how her brother got a Go Pro for Christmas


Amazon, Echo + Alexia put 1 in the Amazon cart. Trying to sort it out, another one went into the cart. Arguing with a computer


bubbles in time



Albuquerque, New Mexico 

 a smart device called 911 and the operator heard a confrontation in the background. 

Police say guy was house-sitting at the residence with his girlfriend and their daughter. 

he allegedly pulled a gun on his girlfriend when they got into an argument and asked her: 

“Did you call the sheriffs?” 

A smart device in the home apparently heard “call the sheriffs,” and proceeded to call the sheriffs.


forking time. divergent.



Social Steering

collective time



collective time - real time


sharing


WAZE + pop



Lauren McCarthy creates tools to help overcome social awkwardness, by pulling in a community


Social turks


Amazon Mechanical Turk, hire people to help guide her on dates. what to do. Setup a camera where they could watch her and then guide her via messages.


information flows between collections of people and collections of computers 
We are having much more intimate relationships with computers as they become more integrated to our daily lives. 

thinking about how this technology is shaping our relationships and interactions, even if by creating tools to broker these moments




Effects us in ways you might not realize…

Emily Badger from The Washington Post is researching this

She's particularly interested in how technology will change the way we move around cities, why the design of cities matters for the economics 
mobility for the people who live there, and what it will mean for all of us to live in an increasingly urban world.


google dictates what’s on the map and what isn’t


shapes our behavior


long term effects of crime mapping on neighborhoods

resorts & traffic jams. how did google say to go? let’s not go that way



makes things visible that weren’t formerly


increase or decrease visibility - google curated


personalization of maps


Politics of system. Make your own. more power. Democracy




algorithms to Effect our social interactions,


Tim Hwang creates twitter bots that are socially inclined.  His projects focused on the ability for bots to shape group social behavior online. 


chat, tell jokes, even flirting with you

Turing Test


Bots now account for 61 percent of web traffic, meaning so many are crawling around the internet they're creating more traffic than humans. 


Most chatbots work on what is called 'pattern matching,’

bot looks for keywords in the user’s input and then searches a database of human coded responses to find the most suitable answer for the input.”


collapsing more with the machine. How do these encounters then shape our interactions with each other?




Software design system to create an interactive agent. (facilitated by hardware). Conversations are some of the most advance forms interactivity - Cybernetic system of 
input and output.




bots

dating bots

increase traffic, flirt, engage; up-site usage and distort data


bots to date bots




https://imgur.com/gallery/vzYgVUx

We have to remember less, as a result of having all this information close to us. 


the internet “frees up brain resources” so that rather than trying to memorize information, we’re actively engaging with it.


Social media as a place to specifically store memories


Prosthetic knowledge,  —> “information that a person does not know, but can access as needed using technology.” 

https://imgur.com/gallery/vzYgVUx


https://www.simplilearn.com/real-impact-social-media-article

A 2013 experiment found that participants could remember Facebook posts from friends faster and longer than sentences from books


“The posts may naturally elicit social thinking and lead to stronger encoding of the posts … 


it’s easier to recall, the information we choose to store on the internet and social media has a tendency to warp our memories rather than clarify them. Even after just a 
few repetitions, memories can become massively distorted, another study found.


The stickiness of social-media memories can actually distort the truth, however. Social media has the power to “undermine the coherence between our real, lived lives 
and memories,”


…Facebook posts performed even better against the memorability of human faces. 

https://www.simplilearn.com/real-impact-social-media-article


Technologies shape our experience, and most especially our encounter of time

Perception

Shape and influence

Fake News




The Time of the Algorithm: 

Time of the Algorithm 
 Truth & Identity



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I3l4XLZ59iw&t=3m18s


Character assassination. What a wonderful idea. 
Ordinary assassination only works once, but this 

one works every day. 

- Terry Pratchett

warp truth

character assassinations


False notions of time and occurrence

fighting them


How are we going to fight them and be ourselves, and not the version that the machine has for us?



Thank you!

Katherine.Bennett@nyu.edu

mailto:katherine.Bennett@nyu.edu




Crowd pilot


app where your friends can help guide the conversation


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hgez00jg_Gk






Really great location

but no website

access



continuum of becoming more integrated.


the machine offers us this connection to many - internet


look at the popularity of  social media.

Interesting space as a result of the interface, and not being able to see the people you are speaking to, while you are speaking to them in real-time. There is 
this delay. as a result, we interact with each other differently.


Margi



technology mediates our social experiences and communication practices,  

Thinking about all of this need to share these stories online through posts and updates and my time working on a crisis hotline. How does a text 
interface differ from a sonic interface? 
Can people connect the same way on a sonic message board? 



And I created The Depository.  
The Depository is a place where you can call in, leave msg for others, listen to messages from others, and comment on them. 
All anonymously. Nothing visual with this piece (other than a flyer like this, or the code I used to build it) 

Had an offer to show the piece in a studio listening atmosphere. But that’s not right. That’s not how the piece is supposed to be experienced. Meant to be 
experienced over the phone


Information needs to be situated. context bears meaning (post human, information is bodiless) 



I created another piece.


This is The Depository: Aural Outpost


Seen here in 8 channels. There is a light and speaker pair for each channel, that is submerged within these cocoons I felted. The lights illuminate in accordance of the 
audio file, giving a sense of visual presence to the speaker.


Designed the software so that it automatically syncs with my server running The Depository. The files play randomly in channels, but never repeat until they are all played.


viewers could watch and listen to the activity that was happening in this other space. If they wanted to participate, they had to go to that other space (ie, to call in).



Aural Outpost


System tends to overflow the boundaries of any single object. not solely objects. spread across multiple entities. hence the communication


brain, mind, and the digital are never above the body or transcendent but embedded within it, immanent, and 

 flowing across fields of matter. 






https://www.facebook.com/GasolineSociety/videos/1073396159460991/?hc_ref=NEWSFEED






chug.org/blog/

invention of map & clock map ——> changed how the general population thought about time and space, 


The clock altered human life not only by synchronizing it, but also by increasingly dissociating it from the organic patterns of life:


Map: navigation, cultural studies, communication, weather


http://www.intellectualtakeout.org/blog/how-clock-changed-world


clocks with “a dial and a hand that translated the movement of time into a movement through space.” The new clocks allowed for a synchronization of 
human activities never seen before in history:  (first break big break from organic pattern)


http://chug.org/blog/


intellectual technology’ also


find and classify information,

formulate and articulate ideas,


these cause big shifts in culture


(The world’s oldest word-processing and graphics system four centuries, the pencil has continued to prevail


help spread literacy much like the printing press did in the 1500’s)





